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For Li Po (A.D. 701-762)
Hat tipped on a jutted stone,
Eyes of dew sponging the Milky Way,
A whippoorwill confides the creamy
winedance you dream.
Puffy-cheeked a blustery moon
Blankets the day's blue cloud.
—David Kridler
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Moon Ganymede Rises Over Jupiter
Moon Ganymede rises over Jupiter
Orion, Pleiades, Gemini; the Bears are baited.
Venus trails limply, irresolute.
* * * * *

Danse Joyeuse
This path falls suddenly
down hill, and like
water cannot be made to
flow back.
I follow the current,
down hill, groping,
moving till I feel the smooth bark
of the ginger tree.
We climb one another,
the ginger tree and I;
reaching finally an end of sorts,
we settle down and view the
night sky. We are well hidden,
no groundlings see us. We laugh,
The stars laugh. The stars dance.
• * * * *

Moon Ganymede rises over Jupiter
Draco, Scorpio, Cancer; Mars prepares for war.
Venus trails, vaguely unconcerned
» * * * *

2

Danse Ennemi
THEY COME.
They, nameless,
dark and blameless
knowing Evil not from Good.
Eyes glaring,
Eyes staring,
Draining bone and flesh from blood.
Je chante, je chante, tres lentement.
A-t-il, oui ou non, du talent?
Mais non, messieurs, mais non.
(On me I'a pardonne.)
They will say I haven't
the sense to come in from
the cold,
But, unaware, they do
not know the strength the stars
have given me.
Redly violent, nestled into War's
Armor, we are well hidden,
the ginger tree and I.
In each other and the night
we find sanctuary. We sing.
The stars chant. The stars march, onward.
THEY COME —
we are prepared to meet them.
* * * * *

3

Danse Nue
Winter nights are clearest,
when lethargy has lost
its place in this
hollow of leafless
ginger trees.
I never saw so many
faces looking down.
Are they afraid? Do they think
without their constant careful
scrutiny, the earth will creep
from beneath their feet?
We laugh, the ginger tree
and I. Up here, we
watch the stars dance,
and stretching, touch the
tip of heaven. Will no one
choose to fly with us?
No one.
Three hours; we
are tired of this
mutual support
without assist.
No one?
Not a face looks up, this is
not a night for dancing with stars.
the earth creeps stealthily away,
Andromeda weeps into her hands,
Venus falls mercifully asleep.
* * * • *

4

Pavanne de Mort
The stars, grown tired,
no longer dance to the music
that might have been.
The sun renews, is renewed;
stars that only yesterday
danced full circle,
made love, war, laughter, gave birth,
now fade.
The ginger tree stirs; it
will wait, perhaps,
till dawn birds have
sung the world to life.
The stars are gone,
the current is gone,
only the path remains . . .
I cannot wait.
They also serve who only
Dance and
die.
—Mitch Webb
5

The Last Supper

The table is in disarray:
bowls turn over like
yarmulkas, spoons climb atop
each other like castanets.
The salt water billows
around a drowning fly,
and the herbs collared with
parsley grimace at their
own bitterness. The napkins
rearrange themselves in fear
of the wine, the blood-drops,
the ancient plagues that
will somehow find a way
into their creases,
wet-logged and binding.
One dish is sweet
and is good for gluing
pyramids. It will
last for generations. Another
is flat as when Moses baked
it in the desert. There is
much simmering in the
next room where the cooks
are playing poker. They
6

are only hired and do
not care to clean the
shank-bone they roast or
to know that one will later
break his body into pieces,
will pass his blood in cups.
—Woody Newman

The Lion
I pace the room,
a lion in a familiar cage,
my spotted soles
cleaving the ground. There
are small tornados at
my nostrils. The meat slab
is cleaner than if I had
done the job. I would have
preferred the feeder, but
they've got him gloved-up like
a Sherman tank, like the tortoise
shell I once smacked down on
and lost three of my choppers,
my three white knives. Now the
trainer enters with his nine-tails
and the chair he never sits on.
He thinks me a cub, and has me
roll over, opens my jaws to his
bald head—his bristly handle-bars
tickle. We are like old friends.
I forget to roar.
—Woody Newman
7

Composed By a Man, Now Dead,
For Dying People
Our backs grow weak like aging timber.
Our spinal columns crumble.
Eyelids wash over the Retina,
And retreat in disconcerting shock.
Layers of flesh fold on top of
Encased fat.
One by one, like puppets on a stage,
Skeletal hands drop out from beneath us.
We melt into lumps of lifeless thread and patchingCut-throat soldiers march behind your symphonic,
Precisional passions.
There are war drums beating between the string
Sections, where every bow is a rod thrust into
The heart of docile spectators,
Your crime?
There are always innocent victims in any war,
Yours are merely better attired for the
Unrequited battle.
How is it that we, the regimented crowd,
Are so brutally enthralled with your artillery?
Perhaps, your decisive victory lay in the
Allegro non troppo of attack.
Bows and trumpets point at the tender nerves
We hold with no defense.
So slowly, one by one, we are punctured.
Brought to our knees,
And curl at euphony's lance.
—James M. White
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Untitled

This old magic at my fingertips/ the tip
°f my tongue is so sweet
There are times I would rather feel this
than die
I hadn't bedded down with love, or toyed
an image of the magician's wand
til I thought my senses were numb/ There being no assurance
Poetry, or a lover, returns

with

Your touch is light, fragrant like cool soil
% pores so clogged with old mud, sand
I lay motionless for months to feel it.
The poetry too, (my pen) demanding a slower,
Wore subtle, way.
—Kyrla Lowe
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Tales and Spirituals
by John Carles

(Editor s note John Carles was born and raised in a small mining town in western
Pennsylvania. He was educated at the University of Chicago, where he earned his
Masters Degree in journalism. He spent several years as an assistant editor for the
Evening Bulletin in Philadelphia, Pa. He now works primarily as a free-lance
writer. He has published two volumes of poetry, and his short stories have appeared
in the Chicago Review, The Partisan Review, Harpers, and Ramparts. He now lives
in Philadelphia with his wife and three children.)

1. Birthday Blues
Today is my thirty-second birthday.
When I woke up, there were thirty-two ogres sitting on my
chest, laughing.
I stood up out of bed, and thirty-two Mercury Dimes fell
out of my pocket onto the floor. Ca-chink, ca-chink, ca-chink.
Some of them rolled under the bed.
I went into the bathroom to shave. I closed the medicine
chest door and it made a loud noise. The noise raced up and
down the long dark hallway between the bedroom and the
bathroom, screaming, thirty-two times.
At breakfast, the antique clock on the breakfront chimed
eight and thirty-two times. Kathy looked up at me, startled, but
said nothing.
It was not my best birthday.
After breakfast I take out the garbage. It is a green
p astic bag with egg shells and coffee grinds sticking out the
op. t is really beautiful garbage; it looks like a very healthy
unday breakfast that I should have sat at the table and thought
10

about for an hour. Kathy is an excellent cook which anyone
could tell by looking at our garbage.
At the bottom of the wooden steps, I turn to the right, duck
under the steps, and plop the green bag in a trash can. I turn
around and through the chain link fence next door I see Mrs.
Hudson working on her tomato plants. She sees me.
"Well, goodmorning Michael, and how are you on this
fine, fine morning?" She says this to me in the happiest voice I
have ever heard.
Mrs. Hudson lives in the apartment next door, which like
°urs, sits on top of Muellers Bakery. She must be over 70 years
°ld and she watches a lot of late night TV. Behind her apartment
is a small yard with about ten square feet of dirt, surrounded by
a chain link fence. Every summer Mrs. Hudson grows tomato
Plants in her yard. Only they aren't tomato plants because it
isn't really dirt in the yard. The yard is filled with dust so she
actually grows dust plants. The leaves are white instead of
green and in August the tomatoes are gray-green instead of
red-green. They taste like baby powder. But growing dusty
baby tomato plants makes Mrs. Hudson very happy. Every time
see her she is working on tomato plants, and is very happy.
Mrs. Hudson bends over and shakes the dust off a plant.
"You see this plant here? That one didn't come up until
three weeks after all the others. Now look at it! I was afraid it
was coming up too late but its almost caught up with all the
others.
When Mrs. Hudson was 19 years old she worked as a
armaid in her father's restaurant in San Francisco. When she
Was 22 she married a sailor. They used to lie together in a big
°ak bed with a blue quilt on it. That quilt was the ocean and her
j>aUor-husband would map out his travels on it for her. She
ravelled around the world with her sailor-husband in that oak
eH, when she was 22.
Now she lives in an apartment in Germantown, next to a
riter who fancies himself haunted by laughing ogres, and
ws tomato plants in her back yard.
"Oh Michael, before you go, listen. I have to take the
ain to Baltimore on Friday. You know my sister, Mary
°uise?, well, her daughter had a baby last week, their second
ri-Well I have to go down there and see her because Mary
li

Louise is sick now with a cold and Janice has too much to do
with the new baby. So I won't be back 'til Monday or Tuesday, so
would you do me the favor to look out for that Mr. Towle's dog?
He lets him out nights and I know he's just dying to get in here at
my plants. I caught him in here last week. So if you see him in
the alley chase him out would you?"
In late August Mrs. Hudson will have a shoebox full of
tomatoes. Me and Kathy will eat a baby powder salad, and Mrs.
Hudson will be very proud.
I am going up the wooden steps after taking out the
garbage and I'm convinced there are at least thirty-two
important things that I must do.
This is what I remember of my thirty-second birthday.
2. A Children's Ghost Story
It goes like this:
If I don't think about those things, everything is okay. F°r
awhile. I can handle just about everything that comes along; I'll
even accept a challenge or two. Everything remains in
perspective. It can be very pleasant, almost like a "happily
ever after".
Then something will happen, and I know everything is
wrong. Something will happen to remind me that I should have
been thinking about those things. Then, everything that was
done during that time of not-thinking-ness becomes wrong,
ecause I should have been thinking about those things, and not
doing what was done. Right?
Then I start thinking about those things and its all over.
There is no perspective; I can handle nothing at all. It becomes
difficult to tie one's shoes in the morning. All that remains is to
think of those things. Then, I stay up late nights with my wife
drinking coffee at the kitchen table. She goes to bed. I sit there
smoking cigarettes. Outside flying through the darkness are
ose things, the ghosts of my imagination. They bump into the
win ow, tap-tap-tap, like so many gnats around a lightbulb on a
Summer night.
It happened like this:
Kathy told me to go get some milk for breakfast in the
morning.
Go to Wawa, they're open 'til nine o'clock on Sundays12

.

I walked through the kitchen where my daughter was lying
on the floor, playing with colored blocks.
"Where you going daddy? y y
i i
To get some milk, you want to go for a walk? y y
"No . . .1 don't think so. y y
i <
Okay. y y
I walked to the doorway and before I went out, I turned
around and looked back at my daughter, lying on the floor,
playing with colored blocks.
She was lying there looking up at me, silently.
I stared back at her, for about five years. Her silent face
said to me: "Yes it's me. I'm your daughter. Who are you? y y
And now I'm walking the streets, looking for some milk,
and there are so many ghost-gnats buzzing around my head that
1 can't see. I want to run and find a store, but I know if I go any
faster I'll get lost. I want to go home and fall on the floor next to
daughter and ask her what she saw tonight. I think she saw a
ghost. I'm walking down the street and there are so many
ghosts flying in my head, all because I'm looking for some god
damned milk.
Or, was it milk?
Was it milk?
Or, was it anything at all?
3.

One time I drove from Kansas City to Philadelphia.
°oiehow, I seem to remember that most of the trip took place
at night.
I stopped in Ohio to eat something early in the morning. It
as one of those roadside restaurant-bars that truck drivers
n°w have the best food on the highway. I opened the door and
alked in; some orange light escaped out the door into the
gnt. It was orange old-as-your-grandmother light. The bar
with it. It was orange from passing through whiskey
s and cigarette smoke and french fries. The orange light
hadbsen trapped inside the bar for 49 years. Never once in all
that ti me had it seen the sunlight or felt fresh air.
Sitting at the bar was a man eating a bowl of chile. Around

13

the bend were two men drinking beer and whiskey.
Occasionally one of them would let out a long low howl. It was a
painful howl. Sometimes the two would howl together. They
were two coyotes on a mesa howling at the moon.
I knew what they were howling at.
I had walked into an orange room in Missouri and seen a
man howling. Driving through the night I had seen howls drift up
from farmhouses like smoke. The howls are cries to the
phantom ladies.
Phantom ladies are dark moonlit nights that drift over
rolling hills and plains from Ohio to Kansas. They rise out o
the soil at dusk like a mist. They rise out of the soil that men
work, where their sweat falls during the bright daylight of ho
afternoons. At nightfall a man can stand on a porch with one foo
up on a railing and look out over a flatland, or to a distan
mountain, and see phantom ladies rise. In the middle of tn
night a phantom lady will come through an open window and ®
down beside him. Her cool breath will blow across his face, an
her soothing hands will run across his chest. Driving home a
night with the window open, a phantom lady will whisper in
man's ear, and he can turn and see her dancing on the horiz°nI know this because I saw her dancing on the horiz°n•
In orange room bars at night men will cry for phanto
ladies to come to visit them.
I know this because I have heard them cry from oT ^
room bars. I suppose that is why I remember the trip fr0
Kansas City to Philadelphia took place at night.
I remembered this tonight when she sat straight up in hed
and said "I'm going to get sick." I was too much asleep to take
her seriously. I was awake the third time she said
"I'm going to get sick."
"Do you want something to take?"
"No I'm going to get sick, it feels like dinner."
„
"Okay, okay, just take it easy for awhile. Come on' jj
We got up and went over by the window. There was a
moon out; everything was white like snow. After awhile* feN
said it looked very pretty. She said nothing else. When sheutthe
better we went back to bed. From the bed I could still see o
from
window. From there I could remember my trip back the
Kansas City. And I lay there, looking at the moon, caress,ing
hair of a phantom. I did not know who this phantom was.

14

4. William Penn and the Poetic Life

"Philadelphia has been described either as the elegant but rather jaded lady,
or as the over-age and sickly spinster of American cities. A more realistic portrait
of contemporary Philadelphia, however must show it as a very new and vigorous
city arising in gracious counterpoint to the deep serenity of an older city that for
nearly three centuries, has provided firm but intellectual, economic and
humanitarian direction to the nation at whose birth it played mid-wife."
(Encyclopedia Britanica, Vol. 14, p. 215)

I was standing in the courtyard of City Hall in
Philadelphia. I was looking up the tower of City Hall at a statue
°f William Penn that stands up there. He stands up there
looking towards the northeast, to a place on the Delaware River
called Penn's Landing. In 1681, William Penn got off a boat
^ere with a bunch of Quakers to found a Greene Country
lowne. They wanted to build homes with plots around them for
gardens, to go to church on Sundays, to be kind, and to stay out
of the king's hair. Standing there looking up at Billy Penn it
struck me that from the corner of his eye he could possibly
catch a glimpse of Independence Hall down on 5th Street,
^dependence Hall is the place where in 1776 people like
enjamin Franklin signed the Declaration of Independence.
enjamin Franklin was not a Quaker, and he didn't go to church
J^uch on Sunday. But kindness seemed to have gone a long way
J men. I mean, nobody bothered him because he didn't go to
,, Urch. I think they knew damn well what kindness was when
ey talked about unalienable rights. If Billy Penn knew, he
^rtainly didn't tell King Charles II. That is why it struck me
at from up there he can see Independence Hall, out of the
rner of his eye, coming over his shoulder. I think he saw it
0rning all along, out of the corner of his eye.
Billy Penn looks toward the Northeast with one hand
ched out, opened-palm. He seems to say:
*

"Eh?"

Har<j walked out of the courtyard across 15th Street to Horn &
a rts Isitdown at the counter and order a cup of coffee,
Outo H new^ 6
^arge win(f°w Iam sitting next to I see a man selling
sPapers. I used to work for that newspaper. I was a very
15

good worker for that newspaper. One day I stopped working for
that newspaper and went home and wrote a book of poems. I wa
expected to have been made an editor in the Fall of that year.
I stare down into the coffee swirling off the end of my
spoon and suddenly:
.
lama devil duster twisting my way through Fairmoun
Park on an October afternoon kicking up leaves, being chase
by black boys playing football. Then I stop, and I'm an Oh Henry
candy bar wrapper floating in the air over the river and I se^
below me the crew boats. Only they aren't crew boats. They r
flying fish. Then I settle down on a coal bed in the railroad yar »
and a silver train whizzes by. Standing on the back of the a
car is a silver-haired conductor in a blue suit. He sees a ye 0
and red piece of paper lying in the tracks and whispers.
"I've got a secret in my pocket, and it's been there for
_ 20
years.
"I know what it is
I know what it is!" I shout.
do
A man stands up and asks the conductor: "What time
we get to Wilmington?"
r
I look up from my coffee; the waitress has droppe ^
pot of coffee and run out through the kitchen door. The m ^
selling papers is staring at me in utter disbelief. I look bac
him and hunch my shoulders.
"Eh?" I seem to be saying to him.
— Frank A. Labor

16

Sleeping Through Death
1
I slept through it:
the finely-tuned Porsche sped
into the curve, flew from the road
into a tree which would not move.
You sat in the wreckage next to
your dead friend, your body shattered—
a self-contained system of death.
You moaned, wanted to move, to breathe
the clean night-morning air.
When help arrived your moan turned to a cry,
your breath polluting the darkness.
A hundred yards away I
slept soundly in my room.
2

I'll not mourn your stupid death,
will note it. Call me a voyeur,
a journalist, a cop, a coroner,
a disinterested third party.
I ally myself with those who
slow their cars to stare at the tree—
the stripped bark, the broken glass,
the soiled sock across a root—
then creep through the curve
into a stillness on the other side.
I am one of them, fascinated
because I slept through.
—Arthur Marx
17

Aaron's Prayer
"I would meet you upon this honestly. "

1
Helpful One, I am being stricken
from the record. I come to You
well ahead of time for a conference.
Before your Ark of Light I
bend my knees & bow my head. I reach
from defective faith to ask a few favors.
I would avoid the errors committed
by my mentors who reached back to You
after years of terror & guilt,
who arrived on dark islands
only to find they could not swim.
Seeded early with vacancy & fear
I lost the track. Gifted with words
I found they were often hollow.
Tricked by friends I learned not to trust
anyone close by—only the distant ones
or the imagined ones or the dead ones.

18

2

Protect me, still young,
from nightmares night upon night
in which I am conspicuously erased.
Steal me, still young,
from the peril of ambition.
Lift me, still young,
from daily headaches & from the horror
of my most constant companion & subject, Death
3

I sulk. It is a bad thing
in this world. You have taught me this.
All my days stretch before me
in a line of illegitimate failures,
and You will not reverse them.
I have come from your Ark to a mirror,
and my image is not good. I wish for calm
to come from the shadows of this mirror.
I sulk. I pout in the dark corner
of a rented room growing more distant from You

'

Distance tumbles upon distance
to compound the same gray separation.
This I have learned from others.
Death separates wholly. Wrap me
in your holy limbs, but do not crush my breath.
—Arthur Marx
19
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The Boas
Doreen, my mother would catch the top of my skull, you
look just like a little angel in a sweet white dress! My bangs
bristled into my eyes as she tapped the top of my head, like I
would pat Beulah, our dog. The white dress was for communion
service. It was just one of the sweet ugly dresses she sewed up
on theSinger machine. She made all my clothes. And they were
all ugly. Even then I was a little fat angel, that got stuffed into a
white pique—and then stuffed into the back seat of the buick, for
Mass
What I remember of communion was staring at wonderful
stained glass windows. Colors of Jesus. Sunny days on the
colors nearly hurt my eyes. The white sun turned warm reds
and blues—that when I kneeled I believed Jesus flew into my
soul. On the sun, in the bread, and did the red wine really turn
into his blood, mother?
But when it was dark or raining, or grey winter Sundays,
the stained glass windows made a gloom over the church. Reds
gone to maroon, like dried blood; and Jesus was sucked out
from me because I was not paying attention to the service and
was watching the back of Paul Granin's head. It was too dreary
for a Mass. It was a cold shivering up through me—(and the
time 1 nearly choked on the crumbs,) an old lady next to me
looked down and scowled.
22

I guess it was gradual like—the priest's voice got harder
to make out. I craned my neck, but his words got jumbled and
lost, like seeds in the long rows of ears in front of our pew. I
watched my mother sing hymns with her chin raised up proud to
the golden cross. I would stare from mother to the cross, until
her voice got separated from the words, in all this staring.
Then I would chew my nails. Then it was time to go home.
Oh Christ! I looked up from the half ironed shirt, to
Bishop Kelly's talk show. It's either religion or game shows
just as long as somebody keeps talking to me. I am crazy how
my mind wanders when I am dieting, and hungry. I have to
remember that I have always been fat, and it's not really my
fault, like some crazy people have always been crazy.
The telephone started ringing through Kelly's voice
droning out the Lord's prayer. I spat on the iron and rammed
my arm down on the white sleeve, like a runway in an airport.
I don't answer the telephone anymore, because what
would I say? I let it ring ring ring, until the ringing winds up
inside my head—and then I've made it up. Answering is not
necessary.
But that ring is starting the day all over again. It's
Ralph's five-thirty alarm, that he never hears and I refuse to
turn it off and wake myself up completely. I bury my head into a
fold of my pillow. Half hearing, like it was in my dreams
sounding off every five or seven seconds. I've counted it out.
Like a reminder stretching the whole day ahead of me, making
it ever so much longer until Ralph swats the buzzer off.
But when you're half asleep and conscious all the time,
the seconds before his hand lifts over the clock is a time that
sets out before you like a buffet table, or an endless
smorgasbord of cakes and baked potatoes, and everything I ate
as a fat kid. They are foods that turn into conversations
between themselves, and I am watching from the outside. Or
things I am saying to Ralph when he is reading the morning
Paper, chewing bagels, which are one of my favorites.
You would think the telephone would stop ringing when
there is no one here to answer. The bishop has said Amen. The
telephone is turning alarm clocks all the way down my stomach
and back. Each one turning into a picture, broccoli hollandaise
and cream cheese pie—fly out from the hollow of my empty
esophagus and slide before my eyes, like a private movie film
23

that I have to look through in order to see the bishop's
cauliflower face.
I used to talk to Ralph about how hard it was for me to diet,
and maybe I was just meant to be fat. He laughed and said it was
all in my head. All I needed was a little willpower. Because not
everyone is fat, he said, look at him. Hadn't gone over a
hundred eighty pounds, and he was forty-five years old. I said,
forty-five, my rear end! But he said that didn't have anything to
do with m;y being fat. Said I was always getting off the important
subject, which is why I am fat.
My hunger was like a story he read in high school, about a
man in hell caught between foods he could never get enough of.
He was standing in a pool of wine, (very fattening), and his neck
was stretching up to a tree of all kinds of food in the world—and
stretching down to the wine. He couldn't get enough to eat, or he
couldn't reach at all. Ralph said he couldn't remember how the
story went, but if he had written it about me it would have been
the first—Oh Ralph, I sulked.
But it was like some kind of hell, these afternoons of
hallucinating meals on the wall paper. I was probably delirious
because I was starving to death.
I was beside myself until Ralph came home from the plant
at five, or five-fifteen. Then I would take his hat and lunch box—
ask him inside my head if the traffic was bad on the way home,
and did he like his lunch? Ralph answered me like he had heard,
or could look inside my head. He grumbled, the rush hour was
getting untolerable and wouldn'tgetany better, until that damn
Mayor reopened the Lakeland bridge. What is for dinner? I'd
point to the kitchen and Ralph followed the smell out. But he
never mentioned the lunch. By the time I'd get into the kitchen
behind him, Ralph was picking at my dinner on the stove. He'd
laugh when I swished him out, said he couldn't help it that I was
the best cook in the world. Well maybe I am. But it gets hard,
makes me feel homesick to be so hungry, and watch it
disappear into Ralph.
One hundred and five seconds flat—I've counted it out.
Honestly Ralph, quit inhaling your food! It isn't good for your
digestion to eat so fast, and not chew your food up carefully. My
dinners go through him like air, but of course I don't tell him
that anymore.
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Ralph is something to watch eat. His mouth stretches
down like an air hanger, (like kids'do,)and I watch his adam's
apple bulge out into a whole hunk of veal or beef . . . reminding
hie of National Geographic shows I have seen on T.V. Films of
huge boa constrictors and pythons, swallowing rabbits whole.
Little rabbit bulges being jerked down the snake's belly.
Those pythons only eat every three or six weeks (I
forget), can you imagine that? Ralph was really fascinated by
the boas. Said we ought to buy the one at Juan's Tropical Pet
store. I said we weren't keeping any snake in the house. He
scratched his head: how about the basement, or the heated
garage?
I wasn't going to have any huge ugly snake—eating
animals alive and whole! I stamped out of the living room,
saying that he was morbid to even dream of it! Ralph looked up
at the ceiling and started picking his nose.
So Ralph finally got off the idea of having a boa
constrictor, but he still eats like one. To myself, I call him
Hoover. Not after our dead president, but after our new vacuum
cleaner he bought for my birthday, and it works like a dream.
Ralph has never once forgotten my birthday in all the
years we've been married, and that's touching you know. He
also bought me a bouquet of roses and white baby's breath—it
was the most beautiful thing, I started to cry, because it was so
beautiful, and not because it was to celebrate my forty-eighth
birthday and my resolution to lose one hundred pounds. I set the
coses on the dining room table, and they lasted for two weeks—
which is longer than I lasted on my diet.
I made beef stroganoff for my birthday dinner, and after
that I went on the diet. It was chicken broth and cottage
cheese—beef broth and cottage cheese. I was not meant to diet.
1 was meant to be fat. The worst of it was I didn't seem to be
faking any progress on the bathroom scale. Ralph was gorging
himself, and I was eating cottage cheese—not losing a thing!
I couldn't sleep at night because I was too hungry. Ralph, I
shook his shoulder to break off his snoring. I'm losing my
strength, my voice dissolved in the dark. Takes will power,
Moreen ... he moaned.
No, I mean Ralph, I'm getting physically weak, and now I
can't even get a decent night's sleep. Why don't you try counting
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sheep, he chuggled air down his throat and drifted back.
It was ridiculous, but I tried it—a hundred curly white
sheep, a thousand all turning into bouncing lumps of cottage
cheese. And when I'd open my eyes, there'd be the little blue
statue of the Virgin Mary hanging on the bedroom wall,
(Ralph's mother had insisted.) She was somehow illuminated
from the window, and occasional car lights would streak over
her, making her paint phosphorescent. After the white flashes
she would be holding her staff in the shadows, guiding the
cottage cheese home—then my eyes would adjust to the dark,
and she became defined. And luminous again.
It wasn't my fault. I'm too susceptible to suggestion is
all. It happened when I was ironing and watching the afternoon
western movie. The settlers were ambushed in the canyon by
Indians. As usual, they were so hungry and thirsty somebody
was talking about eating shoe leather, or the cook. The Indians
had them closed in and were starving them out. Then all of a
sudden I felt like I was in the desert, panting over the starche
shirts in front of T.V. I was trapped in the canyon and I was
starving to death—I was going to die if I didn't get something to
eat besides cottage cheese.
I put on my dark glasses, walked to the corner bakery and
bought a dozen eclairs—to tide me over.
We are all spies in the bakery, keeping our eyes on the
counter glass, so that we don't have to face each other. Two
ladies can't stand the sight of each other. It's like running in^
some gigantic mirror, and it spoils your appetite
staring at strudel when some half ton woman floats over the
glass, and I see the baked goods through her. But then I kno
she's in the desert too and I don't feel so bad, because n^
everyone is not fat. None of us can look at each other in ^
bakery, but still I feel a closeness—that we are all waitin^er
line, even though we don't talk about the weather or
events like you do with other people.
I had to eat them all before Ralph got home, sinCJ j
would be disappointed if he knew I went off my diet. Besl
e
can't throw food away, when half the people in the world
starving.
to the
He found out about two weeks after my first trip
bakery. I was wheezing cottage cheese. I cried, Ralph, w
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horrible and mean thing to say, when I was trying so hard! And
losing truly—it was just hard to see because I had to lose more
than most people in order for it to show.
Ralph looked disgusted, and swallowed a whole side of
beef before my eyes. He flooded it down with milk, blurting out
that I had broken my faith to him. Broken my resolution, and
was eating on the sly! I tried to defend myself but I was
choking—ca-caught on the back of my throat, as I fought to
swallow and answer him back. I was coughing and crying at the
same time, and Ralph was hitting me on the back.
Finally I calmed down. Blew my nose between little
remaining coughs, while Ralph patted me on the shoulder. He
said I had to get a hold of myself. He had been reading up on
Psychological processes, and my eating was a form of self pity.
It was time for me to face myself, he said like a young priest—I
had to stop eating before I blew my blood pressure sky high, and
killed myself.
That's when I got my mouth wired. I read about it in a
newspaper article. It's a very simple operation, like when I
was thirteen and visited the dentist every two weeks to fix my
buck teeth.
They are not so strange, I smiled and examined them in
Ihe bathroom mirror. I like to think of them as braces. The
dentist smiled, and tightened the wires with small silver
nstruments. He always hummed as he worked, always. The
same song that I didn't know, but it was impossible to ask when
® had both his hands in my mouth. In a few months I would have
a beautiful new set of teeth, he grinned. My mother said on the
*ay borne in the car that it would change my whole appearance.
utmy teeth hurt, I whined, and my gums would bleed a salty
taste in my mouth.
course it doesn't taste like wine Doreen, you're just a
le girl, and humans aren't anything like Jesus. She sighed
, craned her head over the steering wheel. Your father and I
st want the best for you, she patted my knee. My mother
I ays felt conscious about my teeth, because she had buck
e b. It was a family trait and she felt bad about that.
I felt secure now that I wasn't eating like a thief, but I
Sn * diking either. I was garbling. Me with my big pink
Ch
e
s puffing in and out like locomotives. Everytime I would
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begin to speak I would tense up, knowing how I must look and
sound. Pretty soon I just stopped saying good morning, or how
was the traffic, Ralph—except in my head. The telephone and
the doorbell have moved outside of my life, and are having
conversations between themselves.
At first Ralph would answer me, keeping up his side of
our regular conversations, as if I was really talking to him and
it wasn't in my head. But then he seemed to answer less and
less, like he couldn't hear me anymore, or remember things I
usually say. I'd be talking to him about the weather or his new
shirt, or did he see the robins in the feeder this morning? I
guess since he couldn't hear me, he thought I didn't need to hear
him talk to me. I was always listening for him. But now he was
reading the paper, looking up to stare out the window with a
blank expression on his face.
He began to hum to himself at the dinner table. This
singing under the breath frightened me, from somewhere I
can't remember—it fell on me like a sick wave of heat, my
chicken broth tasted like the sea. So hot and salty, I
ravenously thirsty. The yacht crew was going crazy. Pulling up
buckets of sea water, passing the cups around. We were
drinking madly from the water cup, and we were dying of thirst
in the middle of the Caribbean.
I blinked out of the yacht. Asked Ralph to pass me the
milk, and panicked, sort of cried out inside my throat. My voice
was like a code that not even Ralph could get and that jolted me
so I lost my breath for a second, gasped through my nose and
swallowed hard. I thought I would cry, but I didn't. I tappe(*
Ralph on the back of his hand, and pointed to the pitcher at the
far end of the table. Ralph passed me the milk and said you re
welcome.
Taking Hoover through the living room. I wondered what I
should cook for Ralph's dinner, but it quickly escaped me un
I was floating in the middle of the Mediterranean. Hoover
worked like a dream, the brushes spinning, the great hum in my
head grinding out all the rest of the sounds in the house. There
was no telephone ringing, matinees, doorbells, or can openers,
or Ralph's intolerable humming. It hit me that I am married 0
some kind of song bird, ah my little cuckoo cuckoo.
.
I've shut out the house, it can all go to hell, is what
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frankly decided. I was vacuuming the house up, whhoossh—into
the sack. All gone Mama.
But I let Hoover keep one thing, as I guided him over the
oriental rug, he plowed paths in strange patterns of blue, faded
yellow and orange designs on a dark maroon sea.
I got the oriental rug for a wedding present twenty years
ago, but it's more beautiful than the colored figures in the
stained glass—not cold or bright with the white light
illuminating it from the inside or out. A rug is rich and dark.
One way against my bare foot bristles under my sole, and the
other is smooth. I never noticed how beautiful the rug was, until
slid my feet over its back. Under my feet, the design seemed
to leap out at me all colors, and different. The pattern had only
oen marks before, the design so strange to me, I hadn't seen
lt, at all. The rug was special and exotic from a place I had
never been before.
Doreen is singing inside her head, getting lost in the deep
w°ol.She has a voice like fat angels that are breaking small
Panes of colored glass into a thousand notes. Lights flooding
e church floor, and the wine rising up to their waists and over
e Priest's head all, all of them choking!
Billing with terrible light and wheeze, the windbag
The dust bag spurt clouds of dirt into the air. I started
oking too, and covered my nose with my hand—goddamn
^ oover. I was coughing into the wall of my teeth, forcing the air
my nose—I fumbled for the vacuum switch, confused like
Ph feels for the alarm.
^he grinding died into the low hum of the radiator on the
r°°m'
down
^irt C10U(*S began to settle, and sift
oriental rug. I stared at the vacuum. But I kept
See*ng Hoo
ver
gag on something caught between his nozzle and
the
suclced in and puffed out like a lung. I watched
it
queeze in—gorging on something alive.
hen I screamed inside. It sounded like high thin notes
Co
oons^ °Ut from my nose-1 knew then Ralph had bought the boa
— r motor. And it was somewhere in this house. The closet.
W
aroun(* shoe boxes, or my old hats.
gara here did he put it? In the storage space at the back of the
nuzzUn^t^G pump room in the basement? I saw that cold slime
S up to the warm heat behind the clothes dryer ... so
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that was why he was humming to himself all the time! I had to
find him. And I was terrified to find him.
I was confined to the living room. My feet connected to the
rectangular space of the oriental rug, inside a dirty cage—the
only safe island from the boa. How could I open closets when it
might be there waiting? My eyes darted over the doorway and
the living room couch, expecting the boa everywhere. But I
knew I would never anticipate his appearance the one time I
would finally come upon him. I'll die of lung paralysis, I
thought, just freeze into shock.
I pictured myself opening the door of the storage closet
upstairs. Venturing a flashlight into its darkness. In the
background is Ralph's faint humming that has escaped from
behind his newspaper at the breakfast table, and is roaming
about the house. No door can block it out anymore. I make long
poles of light across the moth bags, insulated corners, and the
mouse infested mattress. A huge slick appendage flings across
my neck from behind the doorway, wraps around my neck
before I know what's happened he's pulling in strangling my
neck—small bird bones.
I sere—Iahhan canht scream! Can't make a sound, the
boa is crushing me to death. I pound my arms against the
doorway, kick the floor to get help, Ralph's attention some
body, help me, save me, God all that comes out is wordless
thrashing and pounds like an animal fighting. Rabbit stamping
the ground—no one can hear me, my shouting is lost in his humI couldn't do it, I couldn't start hunting around for the boa,
for anything. That was that. I could leave the closets alone,
keep my feet curled up under the rungs of the kitchen chair,
safely off the floor. But still, I could never be sure.
I tightened my lips and forced myself to walk across the
living room to the foyer. Picked my hat off the table and
adjusted it in the mirror. I put my dark glasses on as usual
when I go out, so people won't recognize me and start up a
conversation. I caught a bus to Fenwick Street, and walked
another two blocks to Juan's pet store.
As I approached the corner, I saw Juan's handmade signs
plastered on the front window of the store.
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Arriving Today!
Giant Emerald Boa Constrictor
From Tropical America!
The boa was half dead when it arrived in a crate. But Juan
nursed it back. His painted signs were still up as if a new boa
arrived every day—Juan's boa, that everybody talked about for
a week after it first appeared.
The boa was curled on the saw dust in the front window. A
small wooden plaque on the glass case said in neat professional
letters:
Emerald Green Boa: Costa Rica.
e boa was dry and scaly. Diamond patterns on its side shrank
WHh its length. Ten feet long, Juan had measured it out. Thin,
ran spa rent skin was heaped in the corner of the cage.
e£inning to moult, I thought, the idea of it lurched up into my
roouth. I edged up to the window and stared at his slow yellow
*yfs eyes disguising him, making him appear like a creature
alf asleep, in a haze or a dream.
I swam into the haze. Paralyzed inside those eyes. I felt
im winding up my hips, crushing my rib cage with his waite- might have been in the bakery, for then I saw my own body
a nS°n the glass case, shimmering like a reflection on a
n in the park. I was staring at the boa, and seeing myself. Or
as staring through myself to
see the boa. I could never be
Ure. It was only a matter of time.
The boa was here now, behind the glass, but we were
lo .
over the other on this invisible wall. I watched him
low ed one lea<
the ^
* *' sunning his body under the fluorescent light. On
thp^ ass be was curled inside my belly. We were bonded, and
re was no way I could loosen myself.
am to be congratulated. I haven't eaten, in the old sense,
for a Imos
t three weeks now—I have existed on liquids. I
cended the bathroom scale today to discover I lost thirtyseven
ar*d ourpounds. Imagine! Ralph got the vacuum cleaner fixed,
dream. warranty paid for the complete service. It works like a
Here I have been cooking for Ralph all afternoon, and he
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sits down to the table in complete grumps—poor dear, the
traffic must have been terrible. When Ralph is in bad humor he
has an incredible appetite. He finished his meal in record time,
wiped his face with the napkin, and said Doreen, you look great!
I knew you could do it—how many pounds, huh? He pinched my
waist and I playfully slapped him away. How many pounds did
you lose, Doreen?
I smiled to myself, showing him the wires in my mouth.
Ralph trenched into his bowl of tapioca. I closed my eyes to the
grating of his spoon, closed my lips around the plastic straw,
drawing cool milk over the wires on my teeth, over my tongue
to the back of my throat.
I breathed in the warm sea air—it was coconut milk and
rum. I wear a large straw hat in the sun to keep my delicate skin
from drying. Under the yellowed fringe of the brim, I see green
palm leaves that slowly rise and sink in the tropic breeze, like
a thousand fans cooling my arms.
The coconut rum and the afternoon sun, heh make me
feel so wonderfully lazy and dreamy—I am here now, and I will
be other tropical places, places that seem asleep. I curl my
legs up on the lounge chair, soaking up the delicious heat. I rest
my head back on the rungs of the chair. My eyes half closing on
the strip of white sand as my arm follows the beach to i*s
diamond head, at the point of the bay.
—Katherine Estill
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Your Time
Its movement is slow enough.
It is a door, closing
And a spring, unwinding.
Its movement is slow enough
That I cannot panic,
I recede, watching
Like a footsoldier at a wreck.
I am not after the fact.
I am of it,
In it,
In the wreck.
At the close of my time I shall see
A river dry up, drying
Softly, and without pain, my pain,
You shall dip, dipping, till then
Drinking.
Thirsty, still, all have thirst,
You are not alone. In the river
I am with you.
Hush, now
Hush.
— Edward Hayman
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L.A.
A Skid Row Jack
is scaring
Skid Row joes to
settlement house beds.
The empty streets
improve my odds.
In stubble and rags,
holding a junked pint,
teetotaler, warm wrapped
by the gin dregs' clinging magnetic odor,
alley inhabitant, I
ready my throat
for a red-lipped smile.
—Angus Paul
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Arcology*

Is generosity of affection
Founded on privilege ulcer-earned
At the expense of abundant poverty?
Or so whimsical
As to shrivel if denied
Moldy gables and porch?
If snails would be less snaily
Secure in calcium pre-fabs.
*n fact, men and women, their umbilical to the grindstone
Severed, will feel the full weight of love,
And, having ventured hopeful all intimacy,
^HI, calm diagnosticians, choose as one to eliminate
Sisyphus flawed eternal at the summit—
A million beside a million vents,
Lulled by fatal sweet vapor, kneeling grateful to
The technology of easy means.
—Angus Paul
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Cherry Harvest at the Korson Farm

No longer eyed, plucked, known.
Now like a naughty schoolgirl
her neck is shaken, until
cowering she unloads the apron
dumping scores of round reds
in split-seconds of grimace.
This is a rare gathering.
The rabbit punch of wind can bruise
but its held breath locked crossed fingers.
Quick sun after softening rain
might split the skin
revealing oozing yellow meat,
but neither he
nor the war club of hail
were to be black visitors this year.
We slid amidst each other's
waxing elation.
The first of each fresh morning
I would gaze at the cooling pads
holding a red convention,
arms deep, mine was the satisfaction
of the grand winner at the marble match,
and I thought of the one I left sleeping
on the veranda.
—David Kridler
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Ground Hog Day, 1962

Early thaw. The Sandusky River veins embalmed with
Mother 's topsoiled tears bloats tense in traction. There is an
icy guise over hot turmoil. Eight chapters through Thomas
Edison a "Landmark Classic" the train conductor is boxing
Tom's ears. I wonder will he be able to hear his phonograph?
agged on cauliflower at lunch kept thinking the waxy sauce
was squeezed from Tom's ears. Hand raised, my plate failed
Inspection "Eat your cauliflower." I pulled the napkin trick.
he yellow choke of chalk palls the harvard beet faces who
shirked their homework. I learned today that the Russians are
eeding the Cubans missiles that in seconds could blow Ohio to
srnithereens.
Randy Johnson, and I do a great skit where
presid
ent Kennedy meets Crazy Guggenheim. Mr. Sting is our
Principal; he comes around to the rooms sometimes and does
JPagic tricks and always says "get plenty of sleep, once you
°se an hour you can never get it back," I've never understood
at. Mr. Sting announces that the flood threat is easing. We
ush to the windows and scan the Sandusky's splintered iceaiTls untangling into floes-rafts ridden by the groundhog who
e^rs into opening water. He sees his blurred shadow but his
0 e is upriver; it is Spring by default. Groundhog hugs his
riylnC^in^ P°Ps*cle until hurled over the Ballville Dam. The
. Ver is free. Everyone seemed relieved. I had a secret. There
a groundhog wedged in the rocks at the base of the dam. I was
sad. I
- wanted a flood and to be a Dutch boy.
—David Kridler
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Poem
. . I'd whistle her off and let her down the wind."
—Othello
dry day
a breathless day
blue sky
unmarred
sat in the skiff
waited for the wind
the horizon rising
falling
marbled waters flowing in
out-flowing gurgle
along the keel.
no windward
no lee.
lost points
compass
moving randomly

the boat
up and over
around

whorls

pool under
the stern
are broken
a hand enters
the curl flattens
against the surface.
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sat in the back
trailed my fingers in the water
pursed my lips
whistled
rolling small sounds
over the waves
slow spirit
lost the sound and found it
again
as a breeze came
stole over the water
took us.
we sailed
the wind strengthened
and the birds began to scream
after the fish.
I whistled
steering
horizon

still

looking all around:
foam

birds.

whistled off
downing the wind
we all rested
in furrows
cut across the surface
of the sea.
— Michael Davis
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